A Football Match

Hong Kong is, perhaps, one of the most famous places for sports, especially football. In such an industrialized city as Hong Kong, there is every reason to encourage good sports like football. Otherwise people would have had no amusement during their holidays. Unfortunately the admission charge is too high. For that reason, I can foresee a good match only once a year or once every two years. Oh, poor me!

In spite of the fact, I have no money to see good teams play in the stadium at Happy Valley, I do sometimes for a walk in the large green field within the race track. As usual, there are also many other divisional teams playing there. These matches are free to the public. Nevertheless, when a team game, the spectator, being excited, will shout and applauds. When the match is over, the spectator usually surrounds the victorious team and at the same time all the players of the winning teams who are admitted as the same young sportsmen. As I am too poor to see the good matches, I always console myself by saying that it is much better to see the free matches, for there I am not only free from charges but also free to watch any team which played there. Besides there is always that large green field like a vacant seat. Many parents and nurses with their babies are playing there. To watch these babies play, smile and laugh is so greatly pleasanter than to watch the football itself.

by K.R.L.
New Method College

Child Poetess Vindicated

Child poetess Minou Dr設, convincingly a noted poetess of the young age, was a Vindicated Poetess. On Jan. 19, she was addressed to the French Society of authors, composers, and musicians publishers.

Eight-year-old Minou, whose poems in French publishing house, has divided France's intellectual elite into two warring factions.

A group of staunch defenders sworn by her authenticity and hailed Minou as a true poetic prodigy. Others less firmly claim the child's first volume actually wrote the poems attributed to Minou.

A jury set up by the Literary and Music School said they were "poorly written," the result of a flimsy attack given to Minou today. The Society formally voted her in as a full member.

Under the supervision of the Society President, Albert Willems and two associates, Minou was asked to write a poem on "the sky of Paris," a topic chosen before her admission to the Society's official.

In 30 MINUTES

Minou sat with her toy stuffed dog and a rubber ball next to her and scribbled out a poem in half an hour.

The "Informateur," a leading and very sober Paris newspaper, declared today, Minou Dr设is an astonishing poetic prodigy.

This was Minou's best poem:

"Père Paris"

On Paris

Secret

Weep.

Which hiccuping.

Spits in our face

From the open mouth of rose.

A spirit of blood.

Between its luminous tooth-stumps.

Sky of Paris
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